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Abstract— Nowadays, a web service is one of technologies
that is reliable and promising in business practices. This is
evidenced by the services created by the providers to support
them.Web service similarity is very important to get a
replacement Web service, when the web service used is disable.
Web service similarity based on annotations and descriptions in
this decade are being carried out. Unfortunately, annotations and
descriptions given are not standard, so that the Web service
similarity does not get the right web service. Furthermore, we
propose standardized descriptions obtained directly from the
source program of Web service that is generalized into a form
WSDL file. This is very important to get a Web service that we
are really looking for.

and semantic data, and between WSDL Type Definitions in
XML and semantic data.
However, in our research, we have found a problem in
Semantic Web service discovery using the SAWSDL method
with non-standard annoatations, where annotations are given
based on the desire of annotations giver. This would create a
serious problem when two web services that both have been
annoted or described in two WSDL files measured their
similarity, for example there are two same web services but
have different annotations or two different web services but
have same annotations , if they are measured their annotations
or descriptions similarity, then we often get inaccurate results
or wrong Web service, because their annotations or
descriptions given often does not represent their methods.
Therefore, we propose a method using
Standardized
descriptions that can measure Semantic Web service similarity
more accurate by marking part of source program of Web
Services, then they are copied to WSDL file according their
methods position.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In order to develop an information system of a company,
the companies have used the information technology called
Web service. The researchers have also participated in its
development [1] Exchange of Data[2], Web services
Discovery, Web service security [3], Accomplishment
Evaluation and Composition [4].
The Web Service based on Oriented Architecture (SOA)
[5] allows users to discover and compose Web services
available. Keep in mind that the web service is provided by
the providers in the form of provision represented in a WSDL
file (Web Service Description Language). This triggers other
methods, for example, OWL-S, Web Service Modelling
Language (WSML) [6,7], Web Service Modelling Ontology
(WSMO) [7], Semantic Annotations for Web Services
Description Language (SAWSDL) [8], and Web Services
Description Language Semantic (WSDL-S) [9].
Among these methods, method SAWSDL is the method
most widely developed by the researchers, and has also been
recommended by the W3C. There are two kinds of
Annotations of SAWSDL that are ModelReference and
SchemaMapping [10]. They are used generally to anotate
WSDL components, and WSDL Type Definitions, and to
specify mappings between WSDL Type Definitions in XML
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II.

TECHNOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

A. Web Service Discovery Using many Annotations
Web Service Discovery is required while the users want to
find a replacement for a similar Web Service that has been
used but it currently can not be accessed to support a business
process. The approaches have been proposed by previous
researchers to find a Web service using many annotations are.
SAWSDL-iMatcher [11], ER Model [12], and A Model-driven
[13], and Rule Based Semantic[14].
B. Ontology Web Language-Service (OWL-S)
OWL-S is an ontology that can make functionalities of
services become possible. It describe structure of Web Service
using three main elements: the service profile to advertise and
discover some services; the process model that gives a
specialized description of a service's operation; and the
grounding that provides specialities on how to operate with
one service or several services, through messages [15].
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package hallo;
public class CalculateNetProfit {
public String getCompanyName(String CompanyName)
{
String CompanyNameResponse;
//Descripted
CompanyNameResponse=CompanyName;
//Descripted
return(CompanyNameResponse);
}
public Double getCalculateNetProfit(Double grossProfit, Double businessCosts, Double tax)
{
Double CalculateNetProfitResponse;
//Descripted
CalculateNetProfitResponse=(grossProfit-businessCosts)- ((grossProfit-businessCosts)*tax);
//Descripted
return (CalculateNetProfitResponse);
}
}
Fig. 1. Source code of web service is given the remarks

<wsdl:operation name="getCalculateNetProfit">
<xs:documentation xml:lang="en">
CalculateNetProfitResponse=(grossProfit - businessCosts) - (tax *(grossProfit - businessCosts) );
</xs:documentation>
<wsdl:input xmlns:wsaw="http://www.w3.org/2006/05/addressing/wsdl" message="axis2:getCalculateNetProfitMessage"
wsaw:Action="urn:getCalculateNetProfit" />
<wsdl:output message="axis2:getCalculateNetProfitResponse" />
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="getCompanyName">
<xs:documentation xml:lang="en">
CompanyNameResponse=companyName;
</xs:documentation>
<wsdl:input xmlns:wsaw="http://www.w3.org/2006/05/addressing/wsdl" message="axis2:getCompanyNameMessage"
Fig. 2. Described WSDL

C. Weighted Directed Acylic Graph (wDAG )
The definition of wDAG is the following a normalized arclabeled, arc-weighted DAG is constructed from a 6-tuple (V,
E, LV , LE, LW, r) of a set of nodes V, a set of arcs E, a set of
arc labels LV , and a set of arc labels LE, a set of arc weights
LW
[0,1], and one element r
V, respectively, such that
(V, E, LV , LE, r) satisfies the definition of an arc-labeled
DAG and there is a fanout-weight normalized many-to-one
mapping from the elements in E to theelements in LW, i.e. the
weights of every fan-out add up to 1.0. The wDAG calculates
the similarity wDAGsim (g, g') from bottom to top
recursively. The similarity calculation will be done if two
services have same name, otherwise the same calculation
wDAGsim (g, g ') will be done. It is clearly formulated as
follows [16] :

0, if the node label g and g
1, if g and g are leaf node
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where, wDAGsim(g, g’): similarity of two input wDAGs g
and g’. wDAGsim(gi, g’j): intermediate similarity of the ith
and jth sub-wDAGs of the wDAGs g and g’, respectively. wi
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operation, then we will createe a tool that can copy it to the
description of the existing opeerations in related WSDL file,
we expect the result as Fig. 2. Then, we save the WSDL file.
In order to obtain the elemennts for example, service name,
input type, and others such as in
i Table 1,we parse WSDL file,
then we save the elementss into the database server as
metadata of WSDL file. We will use them to calculate the
t get WSDL needed.
similarity between WSDL file to

and w’j : arc weights of the ith and jth chilld of the wDAG g
and g’, respectively.
i: increase from 1 to the breadth of g.
j: increase from 1 to the breadth of g’.
ε: an empty wDAG.
o our Web service
We use this method to depict the structure of
as Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. We use the wDAG metthod because there
is a leaf node that can be reused by otherr branch.The Tree
method cannot used like it.
D. Cosine Similarity
In Cosine similarity method there are twoo document types
[16]. First type is Occurence document annd second type is
Query document [17]. Occurence documennt is described as
vector form as seen below :
=(

,

, ...,

(2)

)

and query is described as a vector form as:
=(

,

, ...,

)

(3)

and
(0≤1≤k ) are float numbbers indicating the
where
frequency of each term inside a document, while
w
each vector’s
dimension corresponds to a term available inn the document.

Fig. 3. Standardized descriptions

IV. RESULTS OF
O EXPERIMENT

Based on vector similarity, similarity betweeen two vectors can
be defined as below :
,

)=|

.
|.| |

=

∑
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∑

We use the conditioned data
d for the Web service used to
calculate the net profit of the company.
c
In this case, we create
a main Web service that we give
g
a code "A111", and seven
variants Web services of Weeb service "A111" i.e. "A110",
"A101", "A100", "A011", "A010", "A001", and "A000". Code
"A" is initial code of Web servvice, the first number is code of
service grounding, the seconnd number is code of service
model, and the third code is code
c
of service profile. Number
"1" shows that there is a samee Web service with Web service
"A111", otherwise number "0" shows that there is a different
Web service with Web servicee "A111". To find one of the
seven variants Web services that can replace Web service
"A111", we measure Web serrvice similarity with using the
wDAG method, the Wu Palm
mer similarity, and the Cosine
Measure. We measure similariity of structures of Web services
with the wDAG method, while the Cosine measure and the
Wu Palmer similarity are toolss for measuring words similarity
of leaf nodes of Web services. Three of eight the Web services
d
their wDAG structures in
we show in table 1, and we depict
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The roots off them are services containing a
name of Web service, for exaample, Calculate Net Profit and
Calculate Net Income. As wee have explained in section B, a
web service includes of Servvice grounding, Service Model,
and Service Profile. While the content of each of them can be
seen from Table 1. Fill off the Service models can be
composite or atomic, atomic iff it only consists one operation,
while the composite if it consists of several interrelated
operations. In this research use an atomic type. Fill of
Description text is obtained from operators in Operation
Description.

(4)

E. Wu Palmer Similarity
w proposed by
The Wu Palmer similarity method was
Martha Palmer and Zhibiao [18]. They calcculated a similarity
of different concepts located in the grammerr who performed a
measurement avoid distance of concepts to same
s
root concept.
In this research, we obtain numbers of simillarity between two
words using the site http://ws4jdemo.appspoot.com/.
III.

STANDARDIZED DESCRIIPTIONS

Until recently, the WSDL descriptions are
a given with no
standard format, in other words there is no standardization in
giving
the WSDL description. It caauses a different
understanding of similar Web service. Finallly the Web service
similarity finds the web service that doess not comply with
the demand. Therefore, we propose a conccept of giving the
descriptions obtained from the source prrogram of Web
service depicted in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, Its Stepps for Web service
similarity with Standardized we depict in Fig.
F 3. We started
making Class in advance in order to create a Web service that
we described in Fig. 1, there we give rem
marks for flanking
operations using the text "// descripted". After we publish
DL file without a
Class become a Web service, then a WSD
description of the operation is created, so thhat the description
can be given in standards and in accoordance with the
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The formula 3 is used to findd string similarity the words of
leaf node, its example below :

In order to find string similarity norm
malization process
must be done before, for example stemminng and tokenizing.

Fig. 4. wDAG Structure of Web service "A111"

Fig. 5. wDAG Structure of Web service "A011"
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TABLE 1. Web Service with Standarized Descriptions
Grounding
Input
Output
Type
Type

Service
Code

A111

Model
Atomic
Output
Name 1
Company
Name
Response

Input
Name
companyName
grossProfit
businessCosts
tax

Output
Name 2
Calculate
NetProfit
Response

Operation
Name 1
Get
Company
Name

Profile
Operation
Operation
Operation
Name 2
Description1
getCalculate CompanyNa
NetProfit
meResponse
=companyNa
me

String
Double
Double
Double

String
Double

String
Double
Double
Double

String
Double

companyName
grossRevenue
businessCosts
tax

Company
NameRes
ponse

Calculate
Company
Revenue
Response

getComp
anyName

getCalculate
CompanyRe
venueRespo
nse

CompanyIdR
esponse=com
panyId

String

String

companyName

Int
Int
Int

grossProfit
businessCosts
tax

Net
Profit
Response

Get
Company
Name

getCalculate
NetProfit

Int

Company
Name
Response

CompanyNa
meResponse
=companyNa
me

A110

A011

∑
∑

∑

=

.
.

.

.
.

.
.

.

.

,

.

.
.

.

.

Service
Name
calculateN
etProfit

ComputeC
ompanyRe
venue

calculateN
etProfit

Number 0.25 is obtained from number 1 is devided by number
of word 1.
Similarity between word Double and Int in Wu Palmer is 0,
however in this calculation we give 0.99 because values of
them are nearly same.
To calculate similarity among operators, we do not use the
Cosine Measure, because if we use it, then there are same
operators will be liminated.

Word 1 = Double Double Double String
Word 2 = Int Int Int String
sim (Word 1, Word 2) =

Operation
Description 2
CalculateNetPr
ofitResponse=(
grossProfit businessCosts)
- (tax
*(grossProfit businessCosts)
)
CalculateComp
anyRevenueRe
sponse=(grossR
evenue businessCosts)
- (tax
*(grossRevenu
ebusinessCosts)
)
CalculateNetPr
ofitResponse=(
grossProfit businessCosts)
- (tax
*(grossProfit businessCosts)
)

.

= 0.999
Therefore, we put some numbers according to the number of
Input Name to find the results of its operations. If the result is
same, then we give a value 1, otherwise we give a value 0.
After calculating similarity between words of leaf nodes and
operators, we calculate their structure similarity using the
wDAG method, for example to get similarity of service
Grounding between Web service "A111" and Web service
"A011" as below :
wDAGsim[Grounding](A111,A011)
I

=
=

.

T
.

A

,A

O

T

A

TABLE 2. Web Service wDAG Similarity Results
Services
A111 - A011
A111 - A010
A111 - A110
A111 - A101
A111 - A001
A111 - A100
A111 - A000

,A

= 0.999

Grounding
1/4
0.9988
0.9988
1.0000
0.9450
0.9234
0.9205
0.8869

Similarity
Model
1/4
1.0000
0.9771
0.9771
0.8443
0.8443
0.7634
0.7634

Profile
2/4
0.9994
0.9734
0.9204
0.7817
0.7817
0.6650
0.6650

Result
0.9994
0.9807
0.9545
0.8382
0.8328
0.7535
0.7451

We give weight wDAGsim [Profile] more than the others
because it has a operator element that is very impotant in Web
service similarity approach that we propose. From the results
in the table above, the most appropriate Web service Web

After we count all, then we get the similarity results between
Web service "A111" with its variants, as described in Table 2.
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[6]

service replaces the "A111" is a Web Service "A011". This is
due to it has same operator and profile with Web service
"A111. Web service "A010" ranked second, this is becaused
that it has the same service model with Web service "A111",
although its service profile is different. This can be proven
that a standardized description can be obtained from an
operation or method of Web service like described Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2.
Finally, our approach is to improve the method that has
been proposed by Riyanarto Sarno [19], which is described as
in Table 4.

[7]
[8]
[9]

[10]
[11]

TABLE 3. wDAG Similarities of Web Service Data Sets
Services

Similarity Score

S111 - S111
S111 - S011
S111 - S101
S111 - S110
S111 - S001
S111 - S100
S111 - S010
S111 - S000

1.000
0.97
0.97
0.86
0.86
0.67
0.61
0.56

[12]

[13]

[14]

Results of the similarity calculation between Web service
"S111" with Web service "S101" is greater than the
calculation simalaritas between Web service "S111" with Web
service "S110", this indicates that the service model is not
used to establish standard descritptions, so that Web service
that different names and have the same model to replace the
priority must not be a web service that needs to be replaced.
So we get the wrong Web service to replace another Web
service.

[15]
[16]
[17]

[18]

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

[19]

In this research, we have done some experiments about
standarized descriptions. We found that the use of
standardized descriptions is very important to find a
replacement for proper web service. In the next research, we
will use a web services available on the internet, calculate
many formulas having same context but they are writen
differently, and perform a composition among Web Services.
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